Winter sports shuttle

Dismissal

High School Students – 2:00pm
Middle school students – 2:24pm

Sports Study halls

High school - Auditorium
Middle School - Cafeterias

Bus 1

Arrives at 2:10 at KHS and parks on campus in the Broadway bus loop.

Bus departs at 2:20 to the following locations:

- Dietz Stadium
- Bailey Middle School (H door)
- Miller Middle School (by the flagpole)

Bus returns to KHS around 3pm in the Broadway bus loop.

Bus departs around 3:10pm to the following locations:

- Dietz Stadium
- Bailey Middle School (H door)
- Miller Middle School (by the flagpole)

If needed:

- Chambers Elementary School

Bus 2

Arrives at 2:10 at KHS and parks on campus in the Broadway bus loop.

Bus departs at 2:20 to the following locations:

- Patel Lanes
- Excel Gymnastics
- Miller Middle School (by the flagpole)
- Bailey Middle School (H door)

Bus returns to KHS around 3pm in the Broadway bus loop.

Bus departs around 3:10pm to the following locations:

- Patel Lanes
- Excel Gymnastics
- Miller Middle School (by the flagpole)
- Bailey Middle School (H door)